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Carolina Hurricanes free agent tracker: Who are Canes signing during NHL offseason? 

By Chip Alexander 

The Carolina Hurricanes, after setting franchise records for 
wins and points in 2021-22, have major roster decisions to 
make in the offseason. 

Among the unrestricted free agents: forwards Vincent 
Trocheck and Nino Niederreiter. Defenseman Tony 
DeAngelo and forward Martin Necas are among the 
restricted free agents. 

NHL free agency begins July 13. The league announced 
Thursday the salary cap would be $82.5 million in 2022-23, 
an increase of $1 million from this season. 

The News & Observer will keep track of the signings, 
additions and departures. 

Unrestricted Free Agents 

Forwards 

Vincent Trocheck 

Age: 28.. Height: 5-10. Weight: 183. Shoots: Right. 

2021-22: 81 games, 21 goals, 30 assists, 51 points, plus-21 
plus/minus. 

2021-22 cap hit: $4.75 million. 

The Canes were expecting more offensive production from 
their second-line center, but he did not come up lacking in 
effort, willingness to compete and combativeness as a 200-
foot player. Also had 10 points in 14 playoff games. 

Plus: One of four NHL players with at least 50 points and 180 
hits, and led Canes forwards in blocked shots. Won 54.6% 
on draws. Plays with snarl to his game. 

Minus: Often found in the middle of scrums, he had 78 
penalty minutes, second to Andrei Svechnikov among the 
forwards. 

Nino Niederreiter 

Age: 29. Height: 6-2. Weight: 218. Shoots: Left. 

2021-22: 75 games, 24 goals, 20 assists, 44 points, plus-29 
plus/minus. 

2021-22 cap hit: $5.25 million. 

Joined center Jordan Staal and right wing Jesper Fast in 
giving Canes their most consistent line. His 24 goals were 
one off his career-high and his plus-29 plus/minus rating a 
career best. 

Plus: Has a physical presence in front of the net and on the 
forecheck, and had five game-winning goals this season. Of 
his 24 goals, 20 came at even strength. 

Minus: His playoff production in four seasons with Canes has 
been negligible: 43 games, seven goals, 12 points. 

Max Domi 

Age: 27. Height: 5-10. Weight: 192. Shoots: Left. 

2021-22 (with Canes): 19 games, two goals, five assists, 
seven points, plus-8 plus/minus. 

2021-22 cap hit: $5.3 million. 

Traded to the Canes on March 21 from the Columbus Blue 
Jackets in a three-team deal that included Florida, he had to 
play catchup in learning Canes systems. Became 
unexpected Game 7 hero against Bruins in first round of 
playoffs, with two goals and assist. 

Plus: Versatile forward can be used up and down the lineup 
and plays with some toughness. Former Arizona first-round 
pick sees the ice well and can make some terrific passes. 

Minus: His play was good at times, indifferent at times with 
the Canes. Could disappear in some games and Canes were 
hoping for more physical play. 

Derek Stepan 

Age: 31. Height: 5-11. Weight: 196. Shoots: Right. 

2021-22: 58 games, 9 goals, 10 assists, 19 points. Even 
plus/minus. 

2021-22 cap hit: $1.35 million. 

The veteran, playing in his 12th season in the league on a 
one-year contract, got in 58 games for the Canes, usually as 
the fourth-line center. He served as mentor for such young 
players as Seth Jarvis and Steven Lorentz. 

Plus: Low-maintenance player who does whatever he’s 
asked to do. Responsible in he defensive zone. Has played 
more than 900 regular-season and playoff games at age 31. 

Minus: Canes signed him for his experience and savvy but 
used him in just three playoff games, all against Boston. 

Defensemen 

Ian Cole 

Age: 33. Heigth: 6-1. Weight: 225. Shoots: Left. 

2021-22: 75 games, 2 goals, 17 assists, 19 points, plus-15 
plus/minus. 

2021-22 Cap hit: $2.9 million. 

A two-time Stanley Cup winner with Pittsburgh, he gave the 
Canes a solid third-pair D-man with experience and helped 
Carolina top the NHL in penalty killing. Was second on team 
in blocked shots (104) and fifth in hits (110). 

Plus: Plays a physical brand of hockey. Was third on Canes 
in short-handed time per game (2:30). Had a game-winning 
goal in playoffs against Rangers. 
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Minus: Had a team-high 83 penalty minutes in regular 
season and several minors proved to be momentum-killers 
for the Canes. 

Brendan Smith 

Age: 33. Height: 6-2. Weight: 200. Shoots: Left. 

2021-22: 45 games, 4 goals, 4 assists, 8 points, plus-6 
plus/minus. 

2021-22 cap hit: $800,000. 

The Canes signed the free agent to a one-year contract last 
year and brought in a D-man who was tough, delivered some 
big hits and dropped the gloves when needed. Missed 10 
games in late-February and early March after suffering a 
fractured skull when hit behind the ear by a shot. 

Plus: A fearless type. Despite the injury, Smith did not 
change his game after his return and fought Washington 
bruiser Tom Wilson. 

Minus: Has lost some speed through the years and appears 
to wear down in games. 

Restricted Free Agents 

Forwards 

Martin Necas 

Age: 23. Height: 6-2, Weight: 189. Shoots: Right. 

2021-22: 78 games, 14 goals, 26 assists, 40 points, plus-5 
plus-/minus. 

2021-22 cap hit: $863,333. 

The Canes’ first-round draft pick in 2017, he has been used 
on the right wing in his three full NHL seasons. Was drafted 
as a center out of Czechia and wants a shot playing the 
middle, and Brind’Amour doesn’t seem totally against the 
idea. 

Plus: He’s still young and the kid can fly. Give him open ice 
and he can produce some spectacular plays. 

Minus: Necas’ speed and skill is top rate but the expected 
production hasn’t been there. Non-factor in the 2022 playoffs 
(0 goals, 5 assists.). 

*Steven Lorentz 

Age: 26. Height: 6-3. Weight: 192. Shoots: Left. 

2021-22: 67 games, 8 goals, 5 assists, 13 points. Plus-1 
plus/minus. 

2021-22 cap hit: $725,000. 

The former seventh-round draft pick has played 112 games 
in the past two seasons in a fourth-line role, with career-high 
67 this year. 

Plus: Uses his size well to be a physical and effective 
forechecker. An all-effort type, he had 67 hits and 24 
takeaways while averaging 10:53 in ice time. 

Minus: While creating his share of offensive chances, he 
needs to be a better finisher around the net. 

Defensemen 

*Tony DeAngelo 

Age: 26. Height: 5-11. Weight: 180. Shoots: Right. 

2021-22: 64 games, 10 goals, 41 assists, 51 points, plus-30 
plus/minus. 

2021-22 cap hit: $1 million. 

While a controversial free-agent signing, he delivered on the 
ice. Set Hurricanes records for assists and points in a 
season by a D-man. Second on the Canes in plus/minus 
while usually slotted with Jaccob Slavin on the top D pair. 

Plus: His defensive play was better than anticipated. Slick 
passer who was second in power-play assists (18). Had 
“Gordie Howe hat trick” (goal, assist, fight) against 
Blackhawks early in season, first for a Canes player since 
2011-12. 

Minus: A combative type, he has a tendency to lose his poise 
and focus at times, particularly in road games. 

*Ethan Bear 

Age: 24. Height: 5-11. Weight: 197. Shoots: Right. 

2021-22: 58 games, 5 goals, 9 assists, 14 points, Plus-1 
plus/minus. 

2021-22 cap hit: $2 million. 

The Canes traded for Bear, sending forward Warren Foegele 
to Edmonton, and expected more from the right-shot D-man. 
Was paired with Jaccob Slavin and quarterbacked the 
second power-play unit in the season opener. Ice time and 
role diminished as season progressed. 

Plus: Can add some offensive help from the back end and 
had two game-winning goals. Defensive zone work needs to 
be more consistent. 

Minus: His play slipped noticeably after being sidelined for 
six games with COVID-19 in late November. Did not get in a 
playoff game. 

* — arbitration eligible
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Hurricanes prospects to watch in the Calder Cup Finals 

By Sara Civian 

The Chicago Wolves made it to the Calder Cup Finals, 
marking the second consecutive finals appearance for a 
Hurricanes AHL affiliate (the Checkers won it all in 2019). 

The Wolves play a quick game that revolves around owning 
the transition game and heavy forechecking — sounds a lot 
like the Hurricanes, and that’s by design. Head coach Ryan 
Warsofsky touched on that with AHL.com’s Patrick Williams. 

“It’s taken a lot of work, a lot of communication between both 
organizations,” Warsofsky told Williams. “Carolina’s 
obviously really big on developing the players, and I think the 
best way to do that is in a winning environment. Rod 
(Brind’Amour) wants competitive people and wants 
competitive players. I think we’re hopefully breeding some of 
that into these players, so when they get to that next level, 
they’ve already experienced certain situations.” 

The Wolves had a fantastic regular season, winning the 
Macgregor Kilpatrick Trophy for the best record in the AHL. 
This was in part due to veterans like Andrew Poturalski (who 
led the AHL in scoring for the second consecutive season 
with 28 goals and 101 points in 71 games), and we’ll give 
them their credit. 

But as the finals get started, we recruited Hurricanes director 
of hockey operations Aaron Schwartz to take a look at how 
some of the Canes’ top NHL prospects have done so far and 
who to keep an eye on as the Wolves go for the Calder Cup. 
The games will be streamed live on 
WatchTheAHL.com.  The opener started at 3 p.m. Sunday. 

Pyotr Kochetkov (G) 

Kochetkov is 2-1-0 in the Calder Cup playoffs since joining 
the team after the Hurricanes’ second-round exit. His first 
North American shutout propelled the Wolves to the finals, 
and he’s working with a 1.94 goals-against average and a 
.941 save percentage. Rest assured, he’s also bringing his 
trademark pizzazz to the Wolves’ run. 

We all saw his potential at the NHL level, and he left a good 
impression on the team and the brass in that 3-0-0 regular-
season stint and in his playoff appearances. With Antti 
Raanta and Freddie Andersen entering the last years of their 
contracts, you have to think Kochetkov is paving the way for 
himself to fill one of those roles when the time comes. 

“We’re expecting to (roll with) Freddie and Raanta, assuming 
they’re both healthy, which they should be,” Schwartz said. 

Kochetkov still needs AHL reps, but when the time comes, 
he should be ready. Will he be replacing a backup or a 
starter, though? The rest of his AHL postseason 
performance and his 2022-23 season will likely write that 
story. 

Jack Drury (C) 

Drury has been as consistent as he was all regular season in 
the playoffs, amassing seven goals and 16 points in 13 
games so far. He leads all AHL rookies with 16 points, and 
only three first-year players in the past decade have 
amassed more through a Calder Cup run. The number to 
beat for the title is 22. 

“It’s skill, but it’s smarts for him,” Schwartz said. “He knows 
how to play a two-way game at the NHL level; what he brings 
offensively you get twofold on defense. He’s good on 
faceoffs; he’s tough. He’s a Hurricane. He’s like a mini 
(Jordan) Staal.” 

Depending on how the Hurricanes’ numerous free-agent 
situations play out, I’d expect Drury to make a strong case 
for himself out of training camp. In the past, there’s been a 
question of footwork and speed, but he seems to have 
moved past that. 

“He’s coachable. He’s everything you want in a player,” 
Schwartz said. “Drury’s probably going to get a pretty good 
opportunity. He’s been tremendous in the playoffs, worked 
on his foot speed. He’s learning the pro game.” 

Jalen Chatfield (D) 

Chatfield has one goal, six points and a plus-seven rating 
through 13 games, but we’re not looking at stats when it 
comes to the potential NHL depth defenseman. He’s been 
solid through the Calder Cup playoffs, and he looks like a 
real option as the Canes face several free-agent question 
marks on defense. 

“He’s got a one-way deal on that second year of his 
extension, and the reason we gave him a one-way is 
because we have that confidence in him,” Schwartz said. 
“He’s got a chance to be in that six or seven spot.” 

Joey Keane (D, RFA) and Jesper Sellgren (D, RFA) 

Keane and Sellgren are restricted free agent defensemen 
who will compete with Chatfield for an NHL depth role. 
Keane has seven assists and a plus-four rating through the 
playoffs, but he also has 22 penalty minutes. He’s been up 
and down, but the highs are promising and he took a step 
forward in the regular season with seven goals and 33 points 
in 62 games. 

Sellgren has three assists and a plus-six rating through the 
playoffs. At 24, Sellgren is likely looking to prove he belongs 
in an NHL lineup. Meanwhile, the Canes want to avoid 
putting any of their defensemen on waivers. But they also 
want to avoid overpaying an NHL free-agent defenseman 
when they’re looking to address goal scoring this offseason 
and aren’t exactly rolling in cash. 
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My sense is they’ll at least take a hard look at Keane and 
Sellgren as potential NHL fits, so pay attention to them 
during the Calder Cup Finals.

 

 

‘Mr. Game 7’ Justin Williams back in Cup Final as an analyst 

By Stephen Whyno 

DENVER (AP) — “Mr. Game 7” is back in the Stanley Cup 
Final, but in a much different role than before.  

Three-time champion and 2014 playoff MVP Justin Williams 
is joining NHL Network as a guest analyst for Games 3 and 4 
between the Colorado Avalanche and Tampa Bay Lightning. 

“It’s easy to talk hockey — it’s all I know,” Williams told The 
Associated Press by phone Sunday. “I know hockey. I’ve 
been through a lot of experiences. You feel you can give 
people the best insight you can as to what’s going on in the 
locker room and what players are thinking and kind of 
hopefully what needs to be done.” 

Williams, who won the Cup with Carolina in 2006 and Los 
Angeles in 2012 and ’14, is best known for his Game 7 
heroics. He recorded an NHL-record 15 points, and his team 
went 8-1 in those games. 

He enters this series for Game 3 on Monday in Tampa with 
the dominant Avalanche up 2-0 on the two-time defending 
champion Lightning, who will need to replicate their 
comeback in the Eastern Conference final to force even a 
Game 6. 

“One team’s been really good, and the other team has yet to 
show what they can do,” Williams said. “You fully expect a 
bounce-back performance and more of a game than what we 
saw in Game 2.” 

Talking hockey is no problem for the 40-year-old who’s still 
connected to the game as a coach for his kids and adviser 
for the Carolina Hurricanes. Happy with his decision to hang 
up his skates in 2020, Williams’ new TV teammates are 
fellow retired players Mike Johnson and Mike Rupp and host 
Jamison Coyle, who have a combined 2,786 games of NHL 
experience and four Cup rings among them. 

“With those guys, it’ll be a piece of cake and I expect it to 
flow real well,” Williams said. “You try and make your point 
and get in, get out, have them carry it and then if I have 
something thoughtful that I think is interesting to add to the 
group, I will certainly do it.” 

Outside family and professional hockey obligations, Williams 
is playing a lot of golf and tennis and enjoying post-playing 
life in the Raleigh-Durham area of North Carolina. When 
approached about a TV role, he figured it would be next 
season and jumped at the opportunity to make a cameo 
appearance in the Stanley Cup Final. 

“I looked at the schedule and figured I could do it and said 
why the heck not,” he said. “I dip my toe in everything and 
kind of see what I want to do when I grow up.” 

BURAKOVSKY NOT TRAVELING 

Colorado coach Jared Bednar said injured forward Andre 
Burakovsky was being evaluated Sunday morning and not 
flying with the team. Bednar said Burakovsky would join the 
Avalanche in Tampa on Monday. 

Burakovsky, who scored the overtime winner in Game 1, has 
been playing through pain since blocking a shot in the 
opener of the West final against Edmonton. He didn’t put any 
weight on his right leg skating off and needed help getting 
down the tunnel afterward. 

Bednar said center Nazem Kadri, who has been out since 
injuring his thumb during the Oilers series, was traveling with 
the team but had no further details on when he might be 
available to play. Kadri continues skating and has ramped up 
his activity by adding a stick and handling the puck more. 

“Not sure on Naz’s timeline yet,” Bednar said. “We’re hopeful 
we’re going to see him at some point. I’m not sure about 
Game 3 or Game 4. We’ll see.” 

AWARDS ON TAP 

The Hart Trophy for league MVP and the rest of the NHL’s 
awards will be presented Tuesday night in Tampa. 
Colorado’s Cale Makar and Tampa Bay’s Victor Hedman are 
finalists for the Norris Trophy as top defenseman, along with 
Nashville’s Roman Josi. 

“I watched quite a bit of those guys during the regular season 
and then even before I came into the league, as well,” Makar 
said before the final started. “It’s fun going against them. You 
get to see them. It’s awesome when you get to be on the ice 
with them.”
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Like father like son: How former pros helped their sons make it in the NBA, NFL, NHL and 
MLB 

Like father, like son. 

That's certainly the trend in professional sports. 

More than a few players in the NBA, NFL, NHL and MLB 
have followed in the footsteps of their dads. In fact, in three 
of those four sports, the number of second-generation 
players has increased notably this century. 

Second-generation players* 

League 1981 2001 2021 

NFL 1.0% 1.8% 3.4% 

NHL 1.9% 1.5% 6.1% 

MLB 1.9% 2.9% 1.9% 

NBA 1.3% 1.6% 4.9% 

*Minimum one game played

The NHL tops the list as 6.1% of players who took part in at 
least one game last season have a father who played in the 
league, up from 1.5% in 2001. The NBA is next with 4.9% 
(up from 1.6%) and the NFL was at 3.4% last season (up 
from 1.8%). MLB had the most second-generation players in 
2001 (2.9%) but dropped to 1.9% in 2021. 

What was it like to grow up with a father who played sports 
professionally? Did they push their sons to carry on their 
legacy? Did the kids have any advantages in their goal to 
become professional players? 

Heading into Father's Day, we checked in with second-
generation combos Melvin and Devin Booker in the NBA, Tie 
and Max Domi in the NHL, Charlie and Ke'Bryan Hayes of 
MLB and Michael Pittman and Michael Pittman Jr. in the NFL 
to get an idea of what it's like to have a father who's played 
at the highest level and how it might help. 

NBA's Melvin Booker and Devin Booker 

Devin Booker's journey to the Phoenix Suns started long 
before he or his father, who played in the NBA and overseas, 
knew it had begun. 

During Melvin's offseasons in Mississippi, Devin would 
accompany his father to the gym, watching him shoot, work 
out and play pickup. While Melvin fine-tuned his game in the 
sweltering heat of the Delta, Devin's basketball foundation 
was laid. 

"I just spent every moment with him," Melvin said. 

When Devin was around 12 or 13, Melvin sat him down and 
asked a question that shaped the rest Devin's life: Did he 
want to play basketball or was he playing because he 
thought his dad wanted him to play? 

Devin settled any doubt: "Dad, I want to play." 

"It was all his passion, his love for it," Melvin said. "It was my 
duty as a father, a former player, to show him the way." 

Melvin, who played in 32 NBA games in two seasons from 
1995 to 1997, started to have an inkling Devin could follow 
his footsteps to the NBA during the summer AAU circuits 
early in high school. Devin was having success against the 
likes of Julius Randle, Andrew Wiggins, Aaron Gordon, Jahlil 
Okafor and Jabari Parker -- all of whom went on to NBA 
careers. 

That's when Melvin stepped up his game as a father. 

Devin moved to Mississippi from Michigan to attend high 
school -- and so his dad could train him. For the next few 
years, Melvin was more than a dad. He was a coach, trainer 
and mentor. 

"We were like best friends, together every day," Melvin said. 
"I missed a lot of Devin's life because I was overseas, and 
those seasons are like 10 months long over there. So, 
whenever we were together, it was like catching up." 

Melvin was sharing NBA-level coaching with his son -- 
something not many, if any, of Devin's peers in Mississippi 
were receiving. Melvin taught his son how to lift weights, how 
to eat right, how to put in time after practice with one-on-one 
drills. 

It helped that Melvin was always one of Devin's coaches, 
whether it was a head coach or an assistant on his high 
school or AAU teams. He'd give Devin in-game adjustments, 
dissecting the game and information at a pro level. And 
Devin soaked it all in. 

Devin was the definition of a "Basketball Jones." Being an 
NBA player was all he wanted to be, and Melvin used his 
career as a blueprint for Devin, who has gone on to be an 
NBA All-Star. He also made sure to not push Devin too hard. 

"There's a thin line," Melvin said. "I understand that as well. 

"We never had one bump in the road along the way." 

It all hit Melvin on the bus from the hotel to the 2015 NBA 
draft at the Barclays Center in Brooklyn. He sat by himself as 
the bus inched along in traffic, giving Melvin time to reflect on 
the moment. 

"I'm like, 'My son's dream is about to come true,'" Melvin 
remembered. 

He started to tear up. 
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Now, whenever Melvin watches Devin in person or on TV, he 
still sees the little boy who'd dribble around the house and 
talk about making it big. 

"It's a surreal feeling," Melvin said. "It's hard to even explain 
it in words. 

"He's a professional basketball player, so it worked out for 
him." -- Josh Weinfuss 

NHL's Tie Domi and Max Domi 

Carolina Hurricanes center Max Domi's best friends growing 
up were future NHL Hall of Famers. 

Or so he thought. 

They were really just his father's Toronto Maple Leafs 
teammates. But to Max, the locker room was a playground, 
and the people within it were pals. 

"I didn't really have the normal childhood growing up," Max 
said. "I was around guys like Mats Sundin, Brian McCabe, 
Tomas Kaberle and Ed Belfour on a regular basis, thinking 
they're my buddies. I look back and laugh, like, 'What the 
hell?' I thought that was totally normal to believe Mats 
Sundin was my best buddy." 

His father Tie spent the final 11 seasons of his 17-year pro 
career as a bruising enforcer for Toronto, starting right 
around when Max was born in 1995. No one knew then Max 
would follow his father into the league as a highly touted 
winger drafted No. 12 overall by Phoenix in 2013 and having 
appeared in 501 games, with 314 points, to date. 

Some of Max's most formative years came about during Tie's 
time with the Leafs. It's when he taught Max to not only love 
the game but respect it. 

"He'd go, 'Shut up and watch and listen and act as a 
sponge,'" Max said. "It's how I learned most of what I know 
now. He showed me what the sacrifices are to become a 
professional [player]. Most people don't learn that until 
they're in junior [hockey]. But when you've got a dad that 
holds you accountable at the age of 8, you're making certain 
sacrifices that your buddies don't have to. It's tough, but you 
get forced to because he's your dad. It was just a huge 
advantage in every way possible." 

Max's skill set was nothing like his father's, though. Tie could 
recognize that while he built a reputation out of burying guys 
into the boards, Max was the exact top-end talent that he 
would likely target. 

Like any father, Tie wanted to protect his son. He gave Max 
the tools to be a success, trusting he'd handle the rest. 

"For me, it was my toughness. Totally opposite of Max," Tie 
wrote in his book, "Shift Work." "I took care of the best 
players in the world, and he's always wanted to be the best. 
As an ex-player and his father, the thing I like the most is that 
I haven't seen him take a shift off, and he's known how to win 
since he's been a kid." 

Max gives his dad credit for being a relentless instructor. 
Even now, Tie doesn't pass on a teachable moment he 
thinks will give his son an edge. 

"His brain is pretty sharp when it comes to the game," Max 
said. "And ultimately, he watches [everything]. So, like, he'll 
watch Sidney Crosby or Patrick Kane or these elite guys. 
And then he'll send me clips and be like, 'Did you see that? 
Did you see that?' Even when it's something so basic. We 
joke about it now, but it's been something that I've learned a 
lot from over the years from him. I really appreciate it." -- 
Kristen Shilton 

MLB's Charlie Hayes and Ke'Bryan Hayes 

One of the first times Ke'Bryan Hayes hit a home run in T-
ball, he tripped rounding first base. 

His dad looks back at those moments now and laughs. 

To Charlie, who played in the major leagues for 14 seasons 
and won the 1996 World Series with the New York Yankees, 
it's the perfect illustration of his son's early years as a 
baseball player. Charlie said Ke'Bryan, the youngest of 
three, was his "least athletic" son, but he is also the one 
carrying on his dad's legacy as a third baseman for the 
Pittsburgh Pirates. 

"I used to trip and fall, like, back peddling and shuffling," 
Ke'Bryan said. "Looking back, it's funny to see how far I've 
come from the time I was 5, 6, 7 all the way to now. Without 
[my family], I wouldn't be here today." 

Now in his third season as a major leaguer, with an eight-
year, $70 million contract signed earlier this season, 
Ke'Bryan is more than capable of staying on his feet when 
he hits a home run for Pittsburgh just like his dad did when 
he was with the Pirates in 1996. 

Because Charlie retired when Ke'Bryan was 4, Ke'Bryan 
doesn't remember much about his dad's professional career. 

"I used to watch his VCR tapes that he had at the house, 
highlights and all that, but it probably didn't really register 
until I was like 10, 11, 12 -- around that age," Ke'Bryan said. 
"... I'm more quiet and reserved. My older brothers, they're 
gonna tell everyone that he played and all that type of stuff. 
But I'm like my mom, he's just dad to us." 

To help get Ke'Bryan here, Charlie instilled a major league 
work ethic in his son and stressed skills Ke'Bryan would 
need to make it as a professional. 

"We were into the process, not the results, because I 
understood that from me playing baseball," Charlie said. "So 
that's what I always try to instill in them. It wasn't like I forced 
them to play ball. They wanted to play, but if we were gonna 
do it, we were gonna try to do it the proper way every single 
time." 

Even though he had Charlie's road map to follow, sometimes 
Ke'Bryan didn't want to take coaching from his dad. 
Sometimes he needed a different messenger. 

Charlie turned to his middle son, Tyree -- who is eight years 
older than Ke'Bryan. 

"Tyree is the reason why Ke'Bryan can catch the ball like 
that," Charlie said. "I showed him and then he showed his 
brother. ... I basically told Tyree what he needed to be doing, 
and Tyree could get him to do it because they were better 
friends than me and them were, because I had to be the 
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disciplinarian guy. They understood each other a lot better. I 
could tell him the same thing Tyree would tell him, but he 
would take it differently." 

As Ke'Bryan got older, Charlie continued to work with him, 
emphasizing versatility and good practice habits. 

"Doing all the travel ball circuit and all that, definitely having 
a father that played already, that's gonna get you extra looks 
and more chances," Ke'Bryan said. "... People would say it's 
in his genes, but he's gotta wear' em, like, you still gotta put 
in the work." -- Brooke Pryor 

NFL's Michael Pittman and Michael Pittman Jr. 

Indianapolis Colts receiver Michael Pittman Jr. was 
immersed in football growing up. That's because his father 
spent 11 of his son's first 12 years playing in the NFL, 
primarily with the Arizona Cardinals and Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers. 

"I always thought it was what I was going to do because to 
me football was normal," Pittman Jr. said. "I didn't think my 
dad was special because he played in the NFL. It was just 
there since I was born. I didn't really appreciate it until I got 
around 14 or 15, and then it sunk in that my dad really 
played in the league for 11 years." 

Pittman Jr. even thought he was going to follow in his 
father's footsteps by wearing his No. 32 and playing running 
back. This was all junior's thinking. His father supported him, 
rather than pushing his son throughout his Pop Warner days. 

"I was that dad who didn't force anything on my kids when it 
came to sports," Pittman said. "I always forced being a good 
person and getting good grades. When it came down to it, 
football is what Michael Jr. really wanted to do. I wasn't really 
hard on him, especially at a really young age. I was more 

about teaching him. He was the type of son who always 
listened, never thought he knew everything." 

Pittman didn't really step in until it was time to tell his son he 
didn't have a future as an NFL running back. Pittman Jr.'s 
best chance for success would be at receiver, his father told 
him. 

"Junior was stuck on playing running back because that's 
what I played," Pittman said. "He was very good at running 
back, but seeing your child and where the game was going, 
he was going to be tall, so that's why I told him he was going 
to be a receiver." 

Pittman transferred his son in California from Valencia High 
School to Oaks Christian High School after his freshman 
season because his friend and former NFL receiver Mike 
Sherrard was on the school's offensive staff. 

"I wanted him to be around guys who played professionally 
in the NFL," Pittman said. "I couldn't coach my son, so I 
wanted to make sure he got around those who had been 
there and done it, knew what it took to make it and what it 
took for my son to go where he wanted to do." 

Father knew best because the younger Pittman sprouted to 
6-foot-4 by the time he started his college career at USC. 

While Pittman Jr. had the size to play receiver, he was 
learning how to play the position. That's where his father's 
relationships with others who played receiver in the NFL -- 
like Keyshawn Johnson, Curtis Conway, T.J. 
Houshmandzadeh and others -- came into play. 

"I've always had access to elite players," Pittman Jr. said. "I 
had, and still have, instant contact with all those guys. They 
really gave me an understanding of football in a football life 
because in football there's always ups and downs. They 
taught me how to manage it." -- Mike Wells
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About Last Season: Vincent Trocheck 

Vincent Trocheck is a pending unrestricted free agent that 
has had a huge impact in just over two seasons with the 
Carolina Hurricanes 

By Zeke Lukow  

Vincent Trocheck 21-22 By the Numbers 

 Age: 28 

 NHL Seasons: 9 

 Scoring: 21 Goals, 30 Assists, 51 Points in 81 
games 

 Playoff Scoring: 6 goals, 4 assists, 10 points in 14 
games 

 Advances Statistics: 55.1 CF%, 53.21 SCF%, 52.99 
xGF%, 63.13 GF% 

 Average TOI: 13:14 ES, 2:53 PP, 1:46 SH 

 Contract Status: Unrestricted Free Agent 

Vincent Trocheck was acquired by the Carolina Hurricanes 
at the trade deadline of the 2019-2020 season. In his second 
full season with the Canes, Trocheck developed into a leader 
on and off the ice, even if he doesn’t wear a letter. We will 
always have the postgame handshake line and hugs. 

He was able to build off of his first full season with the Canes 
in 2020-2021 which saw him score 43 points in 47 total 
games played. The 2021-2022 season saw his most 
productive year since 2017-2018 when he had 31 goals and 
44 assists for the Florida Panthers. This season saw him 
score 51 points and rank fourth in points scored for the 
Canes. 

He isn’t just an offensive weapon. He affects the game in 
every phase. He ranks in the top three for forwards in total 
time on ice per game, power play time on ice per game and 
shorthanded time on ice per game. This ability to play in all 
phases has made him a favorite of head coach Rod 
Brind’Amour. 

This trust saw him earn an expanded role and become the 
no-doubt second-line center for the Canes and earn the role 

of the top power play center. His ability to play on the same 
level as Andrei Svechnikov and Martin Necas is the reason 
that the Canes had two legitimate offensive lines. Most 
importantly, Trocheck produced consistently. He averaged 
three goals scored per month scoring between two and four 
goals each month. 

His skating and all-around play are underrated abilities. The 
second line had the second-lowest offensive zone start rate 
for the Canes with Trocheck starting in the offensive zone 
53% of the time. Despite the increased usage in the 
defensive zone he still maintained 63% goals for, the fourth-
highest on the team.  

Where he has struggled is staying out of the box. While 
Andrei Svechnikov’s struggle to avoid penalties was high 
profile, Trocheck also struggled to stay out of the sin bin. 
Trocheck ranked second on the team for penalty minutes 
with 78.  

His performance in the playoffs only improved. His six goals 
led the Canes in the postseason and he ranked third in total 
points with 11. He also led the team’s power play with four 
points in the playoffs. He continued his consistent play with 
three goals in each series including a three-game goal streak 
to close out the postseason. Trocheck’s value was on full 
display in the playoffs and was the only Cane that was 
scoring regularly in the postseason with the top line that 
looked underwhelming.  

Trocheck is the type of player that the Canes would love to 
have in their top-six. However, when the Canes offer sheeted 
and acquired Jesperi Kotmaniemi the writing was on the wall 
for Trocheck to depart the team. Trocheck is due a big raise 
from his current expiring $4.75 million AAV that the Canes 
will be unable to afford with the cap only increasing to $82.5 
million next season.  

He would have to take a hometown discount to stay with the 
Canes. In his money-making contract year, there is no 
shame in leaving to get the biggest deal that he can, and he 
certainly deserves an additional two to three million AAV in 
his next deal. If this is in fact his last season with the Canes 
he will leave as a beloved player and is the type of player 
and guy that will be fun to root for wherever he ends up.
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Springfield swipes Game 1 in OT 

Wolves take 4-2 lead early in third on Noesen's goal, but 
Thunderbirds rally  

Rookie defenseman Matthew Kessel scored his first goal as 
a professional 5:09 into overtime to give the Springfield 
Thunderbirds a 5-4 victory over the Chicago Wolves in Game 
1 of the Calder Cup Finals Sunday afternoon at Allstate 
Arena. 

Forwards Jack Drury, Richard Panik, David Gust and Stefan 
Noesen scored goals for Chicago (10-4), which owned a 4-2 
lead 29 seconds into the third period. The Wolves get their 
chance to even the series at 7 p.m. Monday when they host 
Game 2. 

“They have really good players that can make you pay 
offensively,” said Wolves head coach Ryan Warsofsky. “We 
learned that the hard way there in overtime.” 

For the eighth consecutive postseason game, the Wolves 
jumped on the board first as they took advantage of their first 
power-play opportunity. Captain Andrew Poturalski collected 
a blocked shot in the left corner and bisected four 
Thunderbirds with a pinpoint pass to Jack Drury near the 
right faceoff dot. The Winnetka native collected the puck and 
sizzled a wrister through traffic for his eighth goal of the 
playoffs. 

Springfield (11-3) answered on the game’s next power play 
as forward Hugh McGing, who grew up playing five miles 
from Allstate Arena in Niles, knocked home a rebound from 
the doorstep to make it 1-1 at 14:15 of the first. 

The Thunderbirds took the lead with 34 seconds left in the 
first period — moments after they killed off a power play. 
Matthew Peca dished to Brady Lyle in the offensive zone, 
then cut toward the net, received a return pass and sent it in 
for a 2-1 lead. 

The Wolves spun that 1-goal deficit into a 1-goal lead in a 
17-second stretch midway through the second period. 
Noesen set up Panik for a nifty backhand from the left circle 
at 8:01 to tie the game. Then Drury won a faceoff back to 
Cavan Fitzgerald at the left point. Gust set up along the left 
half-wall, accepted Fitzgerald’s pass and whistled a sharp-
angled shot between goaltender Charlie Lindgren’s skates 
for a 3-2 advantage at 8:18. 

Chicago kick-started the third period with Noesen’s power-
play goal 29 seconds into the frame. Working from the top of 
the left circle, Noesen dished a pass back to Joey Keane at 
the left point and then started his arc toward the slot. Keane 
moved the puck to Josh Leivo at the point and Leivo issued a 
wrister that reached the slot at the same time as Noesen, 
who tipped the waist-high shot past Lindgren. 

That gave the Wolves a 4-2 lead, but Springfield 
defenseman Tommy Cross responded just 24 seconds later 
as he pounded a puck through traffic from the point to cut the 
margin to 4-3 at 0:53. 

Springfield forged the game’s third tie and forced overtime on 
Lyle’s slap shot through heavy traffic with 1:28 left in 
regulation. The goal came just nine seconds after the 
Thunderbirds pulled Lindgren in order to add an extra 
attacker. 

In overtime, longtime NHL James Neal set up the game-
winner by carrying the puck down the right wing, shielding it 
from a Wolves defender and nudging it into open space for 
Kessel, who whistled a one-timer into the back of the net to 
close out the AHL’s first Calder Cup Finals game since June 
8, 2019. 

Alex Lyon (8-3) finished with 30 saves for the Wolves while 
Lindgren (5-1) stopped 33 shots for Springfield. 

“We obviously just couldn’t finish it off,” Warsofsky said. “I 
don’t think we had our best tonight. I think we had some guys 
who were just kind of passengers and maybe got surprised 
by the speed of the game and the intensity. Maybe that’s 
being a little bit inexperienced and being a little bit younger, 
but we’ve got to move on. We’ve got to move forward and 
look forward to tomorrow.” 

After the Wolves host Game 2 Monday, the scene shifts to 
Massachusetts for Games 3, 4 and 5 starting Wednesday 
night. If necessary, the Wolves host Game 6 on Tuesday, 
June 28, and Game 7 on Wednesday, June 29. To get the 
best ticket deals, visit ChicagoWolves.com/Playoffs or 
contact a team representative at 
WolvesTix@ChicagoWolves.com.
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Wolves, T’birds took similar roads to Finals 

By Patrick Williams 

Even for two teams that have never met, there are few 
unknowns once the Calder Cup Finals arrive. 

Both the Chicago Wolves and Springfield Thunderbirds have 
been through three playoff rounds. Both have taken some 
hits along with some considerable success. They have 
endured slumps and setbacks. And the head coaches, Drew 
Bannister of Springfield and Chicago’s Ryan Warsofsky, 
each now have had several days to dissect each other’s 
clubs via video. 

And they are both close to their ultimate goal. Each team is 
four wins away from a Calder Cup title. 

Come Game 1 this afternoon at Allstate Arena (4 ET, 
AHLTV), there is nothing left to do but to settle this on the 
ice. 

“We’ve definitely watched a fair share of video,” Springfield 
forward Sam Anas said, “but there’s nothing like the actual 
feel of playing the game.” 

The Wolves and Thunderbirds represent two cities that carry 
impressive history, but they each find themselves in the 
relatively early stages of relationships with new National 
Hockey League parent clubs. Springfield, home to the AHL’s 
headquarters, was one of the league’s original cities back in 
1936, but the Thunderbirds ― who began play in 2016 ― 
are in the first season of a new affiliation with the St. Louis 
Blues. 

Chicago joined forces with the Carolina Hurricanes in 2020 
after three seasons partnered with the Vegas Golden 
Knights. In the if-you-can’t-beat-them-join-them file, the 
Wolves fell to the Charlotte Checkers, Carolina’s former AHL 
affiliate, in the 2019 Calder Cup Finals. 

The first full season for the Hurricanes-Wolves affiliation 
produced a 50-16-5-5 record and the Macgregor Kilpatrick 
Trophy as the AHL’s best regular-season team. Chicago 
then defeated Rockford and Milwaukee before knocking out 
the Stockton Heat, the AHL’s second-best team in the 
regular season, in the Western Conference Finals. 

“We all truly love each other in there, and we’re excited to be 
in the spot we’re in,” Wolves captain Andrew Poturalski said 
after eliminating Stockton. “But we know the job’s not done.” 

In the Eastern Conference, the Thunderbirds finished second 
in the Atlantic Division at 43-24-6-3 before sweeping both 
Wilkes-Barre/Scranton and Charlotte in their first two series. 
They then ran into the Laval Rocket, a stubborn opponent 
that pushed them to a full seven games in the conference 

finals before the Thunderbirds finally prevailed. Springfield’s 
move into the Calder Cup Finals is the 10th all-time for the 
city, the first since the Springfield Indians won back-to-back 
championships in 1990 and 1991. 

“That was kind of our first time facing some adversity,” 
Thunderbirds goaltender Charlie Lindgren said of the Laval 
series. “I think that was actually really good for us to go 
through. We knew there was going to eventually be some 
bumps in the road.” 

Speaking of goaltenders, both clubs possess plenty of talent 
at the position. 

Veteran Alex Lyon owned the Chicago net for the opening 
two rounds before Pyotr Kochetkov’s return from Carolina at 
the start of the Stockton series. Faced with a heavy 
schedule, Warsofsky alternated starters in the conference 
finals; Lyon (8-2, 1.96, .924) and Kochetkov (2-1, 1.94, .941) 
each won two games, and each posted a shutout. 

The platoon appears to have pushed Lyon’s game even 
further. 

“I get excited when I am around goalies that are highly 
detailed, highly successful,” Lyon said. “It just forces me to 
be better.” 

Bannister can turn to either Lindgren or Joel Hofer, and he 
has done plenty of both in a format quite similar to that 
employed by Chicago. 

Hofer (6-2, 2.08, .947), a 2018 fourth-round pick by the 
Blues, got the start in Games 1, 3, 4, and 6 of the conference 
finals. Lindgren (4-1, 2.47, .924) spent a portion of the 
postseason on recall to St. Louis and got the call in Game 7, 
but no one would have been surprised by either goaltender 
taking that start. 

On the blue lines, Chicago possesses plenty of dangerous 
puck movers that keep opponents honest in the neutral zone. 
Jalen Chatfield, Cavan Fitzgerald, Josh Jacobs, Joey Keane, 
Max Lajoie, and 2019 Calder Cup winner Jesper Sellgren 
lead the group. 

Springfield counters with captain Tommy Cross, Brady Lyle, 
Steven Santini, and Tyler Tucker to provide ample 
abrasiveness defensively. Calle Rosen, one of the most 
skilled blueliners in the AHL and a 2018 Calder Cup 
champion with the Toronto Marlies, joined the Thunderbirds 
from St. Louis for the Eastern Conference Finals and 
contributed three assists in seven games. 
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Cross and the Springfield defense corps will be tasked with 
managing Chicago’s attack that is averaging a league-high 
4.15 goals per game in the postseason. 

“I think you just need to start with time and respect for the 
opponent,” Cross said of his team’s pre-scout work on the 
Wolves. “They’ve obviously had a heck of a year, and some 
of the players on their team have done some pretty 
incredible things.” 

Major differences exist among the two teams’ forward 
groups. Whereas the Wolves can punish opponents with an 
aggressive, puck pursuit game that relies on an excellent 
transition game, Springfield utilizes a heavy, grinding down-
low style that has worn down opponents eventually, most 
recently Laval. 

With Chicago, NHL veteran Josh Leivo has raced out to the 
Calder Cup Playoff scoring lead through three rounds with 20 
points (a league-high 11 goals and nine assists) in 13 
games. Poturalski, the MVP of the 2019 playoffs, led the 
AHL in scoring for the second season in a row, putting up 
101 points (28 goals, 73 assists) in 71 games as the league’s 
first 100-point scorer since 2009-10. Fellow First Team All-
Star Stefan Noesen had a league-best 48 goals and finished 
third in the AHL at 85 points. 

Rookie forward Jack Drury, considered to be a strong 
candidate for regular work with Carolina next season, has 
complemented an excellent regular season to post 16 points 
(seven goals, nine assists) in 13 playoff contests. Even more 
forward depth comes via Jamieson Rees, David Gust, Vasili 
Ponomarev, CJ Smith, and 2012 Calder Cup champion 
Richard Panik. 

“They’ve certainly got guys over there that we’re going to 
have to know when they’re on the ice,” Lindgren said. “We’ve 
got to make sure that we’re being smart.” 

Anas had just one point ― a Game 7 assist ― in the 
conference finals, but he is still among the most dangerous 

playmakers in the AHL and has 14 points (four goals, 10 
assists) in 13 playoff games. NHL veteran James Neal, in a 
league final for third time in six years after playing for the 
Stanley Cup in 2017 with Nashville and 2018 with Vegas, 
plays top-six minutes for the Thunderbirds, as does Matthew 
Peca, who was also a Calder Cup finalist with Syracuse in 
2017. 

A rambunctious line of Mackenzie MacEachern, Dakota 
Joshua, and Will Bitten created consistent havoc against 
Laval. Nikita Alexandrov, Hugh McGing, and Klim Kostin 
round out an excellent top-nine and can move up and down 
the lineup. 

“We’re very excited right now coming off an emotional Game 
7 win,” Anas said. “We’re on the road, which I think always 
brings a team a little closer. I think we’re just really excited to 
get things rolling here.” 

Both head coaches enter this final series highly regarded. 
Warsofsky, at 34 the youngest head coach in the AHL this 
season, was an assistant for Charlotte’s 2019 Calder Cup 
championship. Bannister played 18 pro seasons as a 
defenseman, including 164 NHL games, and won a Calder 
Cup with the Hartford Wolf Pack in 2000. 

And little appears to faze either club. The Thunderbirds just 
weathered the raucous atmosphere of Place Bell in their 
clash with Laval, winning two of three games in a hostile 
environment. Up 3-0 to Stockton, the Wolves lost back-to-
back overtime games before closing out the Heat in Game 6. 

“[The postseason] just gets more and more meaningful as 
you keep going,” Cross said. “You win a series and win the 
next series, and you’ve had some adversity and you push 
through. 

“I think the more time and the more success you have as a 
group, it becomes more and more meaningful. [We are still] 
pushing and have a chance to be the last team standing.”

 

 

 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article262476732.html 
https://theathletic.com/3372418/2022/06/19/hurricanes-calder-cup-finals-prospects/ 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-entertainment-sports-justin-williams-colorado-8210808054a384c8dd3f7e6324bfed40 
https://www.espn.com/nfl/story/_/id/34095892/like-father-son-how-former-pros-helped-their-sons-make-nba-nfl-nhl-mlb 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/6/17/23172069/about-last-season-vincent-trocheck 
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2022/06/19/springfield-swipes-game-1-in-ot/ 

https://theahl.com/finals-preview-wolves-thunderbirds 
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Hurricanes prospects to watch in the Calder Cup Finals 

 

Sara Civian 

5-7 minutes 19/06/2022 

 

The Chicago Wolves made it to the Calder Cup Finals, marking the 
second consecutive finals appearance for a Hurricanes AHL affiliate (the 
Checkers won it all in 2019). 

The Wolves play a quick game that revolves around owning the transition 
game and heavy forechecking — sounds a lot like the Hurricanes, and 
that’s by design. Head coach Ryan Warsofsky touched on that with 
AHL.com’s Patrick Williams. 

“It’s taken a lot of work, a lot of communication between both 
organizations,” Warsofsky told Williams. “Carolina’s obviously really big 
on developing the players, and I think the best way to do that is in a 
winning environment. Rod (Brind’Amour) wants competitive people and 
wants competitive players. I think we’re hopefully breeding some of that 
into these players, so when they get to that next level, they’ve already 
experienced certain situations.” 

The Wolves had a fantastic regular season, winning the Macgregor 
Kilpatrick Trophy for the best record in the AHL. This was in part due to 
veterans like Andrew Poturalski (who led the AHL in scoring for the 
second consecutive season with 28 goals and 101 points in 71 games), 
and we’ll give them their credit. 

But as the finals get started, we recruited Hurricanes director of hockey 
operations Aaron Schwartz to take a look at how some of the Canes’ top 
NHL prospects have done so far and who to keep an eye on as the 
Wolves go for the Calder Cup. The games will be streamed live on 
WatchTheAHL.com.  The opener started at 3 p.m. Sunday. 

Pyotr Kochetkov (G) 

Kochetkov is 2-1-0 in the Calder Cup playoffs since joining the team after 
the Hurricanes’ second-round exit. His first North American shutout 
propelled the Wolves to the finals, and he’s working with a 1.94 goals-
against average and a .941 save percentage. Rest assured, he’s also 
bringing his trademark pizzazz to the Wolves’ run. 

We all saw his potential at the NHL level, and he left a good impression 
on the team and the brass in that 3-0-0 regular-season stint and in his 
playoff appearances. With Antti Raanta and Freddie Andersen entering 
the last years of their contracts, you have to think Kochetkov is paving 
the way for himself to fill one of those roles when the time comes. 

Will he be replacing a backup or a starter, though? The rest of his AHL 
postseason performance and his 2022-23 season will likely write that 
story. 

“I think Kochetkov needs a season (in the AHL), maybe not even a full 
year,” Schwartz said. “We’re expecting to (roll with) Freddie and Raanta, 
assuming they’re both healthy, which they should be.” 

Jack Drury (C) 

Drury has been as consistent as he was all regular season in the 
playoffs, amassing seven goals and 16 points in 13 games so far. He 
leads all AHL rookies with 16 points, and only three first-year players in 
the past decade have amassed more through a Calder Cup run. The 
number to beat for the title is 22. 

“It’s skill, but it’s smarts for him,” Schwartz said. “He knows how to play a 
two-way game at the NHL level; what he brings offensively you get 
twofold on defense. He’s good on faceoffs; he’s tough. He’s a Hurricane. 
He’s like a mini (Jordan) Staal. The question with him was the footwork 
and the pace, and he’s worked on it. He’s coachable. He’s everything 
you want in a player.” 

Depending on how the Hurricanes’ numerous free-agent situations play 
out, I’d expect Drury to make a strong case for himself out of training 
camp. 

“Drury’s probably going to get a pretty good opportunity,” Schwartz said. 
“He’s been tremendous in the playoffs, worked on his foot speed. He’s 
learning the pro game.” 

Jalen Chatfield (D) 

Chatfield has one goal, six points and a plus-seven rating through 13 
games, but we’re not looking at stats when it comes to the potential NHL 
depth defenseman. He’s been solid through the Calder Cup playoffs, and 
he looks like a real option as the Canes face several free-agent question 
marks on defense. 

“He’s got a one-way deal on that second year of his extension, and the 
reason we gave him a one-way is because we have that confidence in 
him,” Schwartz said. “He’s got a chance to be in that six or seven spot.” 

Keane and Sellgren are restricted free agent defensemen who will 
compete with Chatfield for an NHL depth role. Keane has seven assists 
and a plus-four rating through the playoffs, but he also has 22 penalty 
minutes. He’s been up and down, but the highs are promising and he 
took a step forward in the regular season with seven goals and 33 points 
in 62 games. 

Sellgren has three assists and a plus-six rating through the playoffs. At 
24, Sellgren is likely looking to prove he belongs in an NHL lineup. 
Meanwhile, the Canes want to avoid putting any of their defensemen on 
waivers. But they also want to avoid overpaying an NHL free-agent 
defenseman when they’re looking to address goal scoring this offseason 
and aren’t exactly rolling in cash. 

My sense is they’ll at least take a hard look at Keane and Sellgren as 
potential NHL fits, so pay attention to them during the Calder Cup Finals. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Nichushkin no longer flying under radar with Avalanche 
during Stanley Cup Final 

 

ken-wiebe headshotKen Wiebe@WiebesWorld 

June 19, 2022, 8:30 PM 

 

TAMPA - Andrew Cogliano has seen the metamorphosis first hand. 

After joining the Dallas Stars late in the 2018-19 season, Cogliano saw 
Valeri Nichushkin at the lowest point of his career, struggling mightily to 
find his confidence, let alone the back of the net. 

When you watch how impactful the Colorado Avalanche winger has been 
through the first two games of the Stanley Cup final, it’s dumbfounding to 
think there was actually a time in Nichushkin’s NHL career where he 
went an entire season without scoring a single goal or recording a minor 
penalty. 

Those days must feel like an eternity ago for Nichushkin, who scored 
twice in Saturday’s 7-0 blowout to continue his torrid play in these 
playoffs as the Avalanche took a 2-0 series lead, with the series shifting 
to Florida for the next two games. 

“In Dallas, it was maybe just a different scenario. I don't think he was 
comfortable there, I think there were different things going on,” said 
Cogliano. “Honestly, I can't even describe the type of player Val is. He's 
phenomenal. He's just a guy that drives the play all night, he's relentless 
on the forecheck, he's been scoring. But it's the details of his game. 

“In Dallas, he was always very good defensively, I just think he got in a 
rut scoring-wise. But since coming here (on March 21), I haven't seen a 
level of play from a guy consistently, a 200-foot game offensively and 
defensively like I've been seeing from Val.” 

Avalanche head coach Jared Bednar has been asked about Nichushkin 
with regularity and those queries have ramped up recently for good 
reason, given how well he’s been playing. 

This most recent question on Saturday night had Bednar shrugging his 
shoulders. 

While the outside world is just figuring out how valuable Nichushkin is to 
the Avalanche, those who see him on a daily basis were well ahead of 
the curve. 

“I think he's built for this time of year. That's my take on it,” said Bednar. 
“He’s not doing anything different than he hasn't done first for the better 
part of two seasons at least. 

“I mean, I've said it before. big, long, strong, fast, tenacious, hungry, 
relentless on the puck. Finishing off the chances he gets, he can play 
with top guys, you can move him up and down the lineup, plays power 
play, penalty kill. I mean, I don’t know what else to say about the guy.” 

Bednar wasn’t being dismissive at all. He’s probably just a bit surprised 
it’s taken so long for others to notice. 

This is what Nichushkin does and while he may fly under the radar in 
terms of national - or even international attention - his contributions are 
valued. 

The timing for Nichushkin’s best season of his career - which included 25 
goals and 52 points in 62 games before adding eight goals and 13 points 
in 16 games - couldn’t have come at a better time for him, as he’s one of 
nine pending unrestricted free agents on the Avalanche roster. 

And he’s certainly due for a healthy raise from the modest $2.5 million 
AAV he’s been making the past two seasons after he was bought out by 
the Stars. 

Nichushkin, 27, figures to attract plenty of attention in free agency if he 
doesn’t re-up before July 13? 

Although inking Nathan MacKinnon to an extension is the top priority for 
the Avalanche, keeping Nichushkin in the fold is high on the list for 
general manager Joe Sakic. 

There simply aren’t a lot of guys his size (6-foot-4, 210 pounds) who can 
skate the way he does and also have the strength and smarts to win as 
many puck battles as he does. 

The tools and skill set were always evident for Nichushkin, the 10th 
overall pick in the 2013 NHL Draft, but it was just a matter of putting it all 
together on a regular basis. 

“I've played against him and I remember him driving wide and slipping in, 
going hard to the net and being strong,” said Avalanche defenceman 
Josh Manson. “But it feels like he's way more consistent with it now. He 
fits in the structure so well, he forechecks so hard. He's such a big, 
strong guy. He's lanky and he just constantly puts you under pressure 
and he's strong enough to turn the puck over. He's been amazing ever 
since I got here.” 

Nichushkin isn’t just having an impact at the offensive end, he’s very 
responsible defensively and is a key member of the Avalanche penalty 
kill - which has held the Lightning without a goal on the man-advantage in 
six opportunities so far. 

“I mean, he's a train for us. He's such a hard-working guy and it shows 
on ice,” said Avalanche defenceman Cale Makar. “He’s so valuable for 
us in every single zone, whether it's even just picking up speed in the 
neutral zone and getting that Ozone entry or helping out the D zone 
breakout-wise. Obviously you see his offensive talent that he's shown 
lately. He's the full package. I mean, he's been incredible for us.” 

Given that full package, it’s possible Nichushkin could receive offers 
north of $5 million per season. 

Can the Avalanche get to that price point? 

Or does Nichushkin appreciate the fit and opportunity that’s been given 
to him since joining the Avalanche? 

That’s a question that can only be answered at the bargaining table and 
the answer won’t be known until a later date, though you can expect it to 
be factored into the equation. 

Nichushkin’s elevated level of play has helped the Avalanche overcome 
the loss of centre Nazem Kadri, who has missed the past three games 
with a broken right thumb. 

Kadri is inching closer to returning to the lineup, though Bednar wasn’t 
ready to put a timeline on his potential return, still referring to him as day-
to-day - though Game 4 might not be out of the realm of possibility. 

“Obviously, he’s progressing,” Bednar told reporters before the flight 
departed for Florida. “He’s been skating every day. He’s put his stick into 
it, He’s starting to shoot pucks now and handle the puck more, catching 
and releasing it. So we’re hopeful we’re going to see him at some point.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens hopeful Shane Wright ready to ‘make a 
difference’ in NHL right away 

 

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukebox 

June 19, 2022, 3:31 PM 
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DENVER – Shane Wright has a strong belief in when and where he 
should be drafted next month. And “it would mean the world” to him to be 
drafted first overall to the Montreal Canadiens. 

But the top-ranked prospect will face intriguing competition in July 7’s 
race to the Bell Centre podium, and he’s smart enough to realize there’s 
no use in campaigning now. 

The season is over, the combine results have been tallied, and all the 
interviews are complete. The ink on the résumé has dried. 

“It's out of my control now. What my opinion is — or what I say, or what I 
think — doesn't matter at this point,” Wright said Saturday at Colorado’s 
Ball Arena. 

“It's in the hands of Montreal and their management. I obviously would 
like to be the first-overall pick, but at the end of the day, it's not my 
decision." 

Wright had been the consensus No. 1 prospect of the 2022 class for 
months, yet strong showings by Juraj Slafkovsky and Logan Cooley 
could give him a run. 

The Canadiens have been longing for centre depth. Aggressive attempts 
to mold a young Alex Galchenyuk, Jonathan Drouin or Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi into a consistent, reliable pivot never panned out. 

Wright has the ingredients that, hopefully, will allow him to develop into a 
top-six fixture in the show. 

Well-rounded if unflashy natural centreman. Wicked right shot. 
Defensively responsible. Solid size (6 feet, 191 pounds) already. Piles up 
points wherever he goes. 

The Kingston Frontenacs star raves about his recent dinner with 
Canadiens rookie GM Kent Hughes and his brass. 

“I really love what they're all about, what they were saying about the city 
and describing the organization and describing where they want to go in 
the future and them wanting to build a winning franchise,” Wright says. 

“I obviously want to be a part of that and just really enjoyed how it went 
overall.” 

Exceptional Times 

He posted numbers like McDavid as a CHL rookie before the pandemic 
stole a year of his development. Soon, Shane Wright will have the 
chance to prove he’s still got the potential to be a franchise player at the 
next level. 

The kid’s confidence is off the charts. 

He is reminded that some high picks, such as Cale Makar and Owen 
Power, were served well by patiently seasoning their skills for an extra 
season in college, arriving ready to stick once they hit the NHL. 

Wright counters that every situation is unique. 

“Those guys are both defencemen. I'm a forward,” Wright points out. “It's 
a little different transition to the league comparing a defenceman to a 
forward. 

“I don't think it's set in stone you have to go back [or] you have to play the 
first year as a first pick. It's really dependent on what the team wants and 
where that player's at with their development.” 

At age 18, are you prepared to dress in your NHL team’s 2022-23 
opening night lineup? 

"I think I am. I really do. Just based off watching out there, it's fast. It's 
going to be an adjustment at the start. The biggest thing is going to be 
the speed and just kind of learning the league,” Wright says. 

“But I think with a lot of work this offseason, and with a lot of training and 
developing in training camp, and learning a lot from the coaches and 

other players, I think I can step in to really make a difference. And that's 
where I want to be. That's where I see myself, and I think that's the goal I 
set for myself for next year.” 

The Burlington, Ont., native attended Game 2 of the Stanley Cup Final in 
Denver with fellow top prospects Connor Geekie, Matthew Savoie, and 
Cutter Gauthier. 

Savoie and Wright have formed a friendship. They’ve been battling 
against each in spring hockey since they were 12-year-olds. Savoie 
concedes that Wright has always been on another level from his peers. 

“Yeah, definitely. He was ahead of everyone else physically and just skill-
wise. He really wants to be the top pick,” Savoie says. 

“There's been a lot of talk, a lot of speculation, but he's a great player. 
He's good all around. He works hard. He plays the right way.” 

On Saturday, Wright chatted briefly with Bowan Byram, Alex Newhook, 
and Nathan MacKinnon after watching the Avalanche’s high-paced 
morning skate and the pros’ routine closely. 

“It's super fast. Everything's super crisp. No one's missing a pass, no 
one's missing the tape and everything's at a high speed. It's fun to watch 
those guys, fun to be up close and watch them in practice rather than 
kind of just watching them on TV,” Wright says. “Being here in the 
Stanley Cup Final, that's what you work for your entire life. 

“It was definitely inspiring to see those guys here, see how hard they 
worked, and see what it takes to make it at this level.” 

Wright will confess to some nerves and anxiousness as the days tick 
down to his Montreal trip and his moment — first overall or not — in the 
spotlight. 

“But I think more so excitement,” Wright says. 

“Looking forward to going through the draft process, going through that 
experience. I think just being there, having the feel of getting drafted, I 
think is just what I'm most excited for.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Three strong Stanley Cup Playoff performers primed for 
breakouts next season 

 

Shayna Goldman@hayyyshayyy 

June 19, 2022, 3:19 PM 

 

When we talk about teams who have already been eliminated from 
Stanley Cup contention, we tend to focus on the bad: what went wrong 
for this team to lead to their demise, what went right for the winning 
squad and how they managed the challenge that the losing team posed. 

Ultimately, that losing team’s season did end — and that should be the 
point of discussion. But we can still highlight bright spots in their playoff 
runs. Specifically, we can highlight the players that stood out among the 
rest. 

Rather than looking at veterans that we know come to play in the post-
season, or pretend to be shocked at elite players who were elite come 
playoff time, we’re focusing on some newer faces around the league who 
rose to the occasion on the biggest stage the NHL has to offer. 

Jake Oettinger, Dallas Stars 
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The Flames were heavy favourites in Round 1, and rightfully so. While 
they came away as winners in that series, maybe the biggest winner of 
all was Oettinger. The fact that it took Calgary seven games to advance 
is a massive credit to the Stars’ goalie, who held his team in this round 
longer than most probably anticipated. 

In all situations in Round 1, based on the shot quality Calgary generated, 
Oettinger faced 24.4 expected goals. But thanks to his outstanding play 
between the pipes, he saved 11.4 more goals than expected. Goals 
saved above expected is a counting stat that just accumulates over time 
as play goes on, increasing with positing outstanding and dipping with 
negative. 

That’s what makes it all the more impressive that the netminder still sits 
second in playoff GSAx despite only playing seven games. The only 
goaltender higher is Igor Shesterkin at 17.7. 

Oettinger ran with the starter’s net in the second half of the season, and 
played a pivotal role in helping Dallas even reach the post-season. But 
his playoff performance was next level, and only solidifies that he’s a 
player to watch next season. 

Seth Jarvis, Carolina Hurricanes 

When most think of Jarvis this post-season, they probably think of how 
his year ended: a hit from Jacob Trouba that had ripple effects within the 
game and caused a concussion. That was an impactful, series-changing 
sequence that without question warrants attention. But so does his play 
leading up to that point. 

Jarvis net 40 points in 68 regular-season games, and really stood out 
while skating alongside some of the team’s best in Sebastian Aho and 
Teuvo Teravainen. Together they played about 200 minutes and earned 
a 61.3 per cent expected goal rate at even strength. 

In the playoffs, he spent time with that combination — putting up an even 
stronger 70.5 per cent expected goals rate, and time with the centre and 
Andrei Svechnikov (who helped the team generate 63 per cent of the 
expected goals share in about 71.5 minutes). 

Along with tallying eight points, Jarvis kicked in a number of scoring 
chances at 5-on-5 — 24 shot attempts, to be exact, 15 of which went on 
net, and two that crossed the goal line. 

The rookie led his team in scoring chances, rush attempts (seven), and 
slot shots off the cycle (10th). And he had two goals to show for those 
cycle shots. Plus Jarvis contributed to his team’s offence with his puck 
movement to the quality areas of the ice. It was a very promising start to 
his NHL career. 

K’Andre Miller, New York Rangers 

Ahead of the playoffs, Miller was one of the best Rangers in the second 
half of the season. While Round 1 had its challenges, seeing as him and 
partner Jacob Trouba were tasked with trying to contain Sidney Crosby’s 
line while Ryan Lindgren was sidelined, the playoffs still had quite a few 
highlights for the second-year defenceman. 

At 5-on-5, he leads all skaters in loose puck retrievals across all three 
zones in the post-season, with a major chunk coming back from his own 
zone. Miller’s long reach plays a key role in his ability to recover loose 
pucks and win battles under pressure. 

That reach, along with his strong skating stride, helped him break up 
dangerous plays in his own zone to try and ease his goaltender's 
workload. He earned a league-leading 44 stick checks at 5-on-5, with 33 
coming back in the defensive end. The defender also stands third with 53 
blocked passes in the defensive zone, and holds that ranking among all 
three zones with 90 blocks altogether. 

The skills that make him so successful in his own zone started to shine in 
the offensive zone later in the regular season, and at points in the 
playoffs as well — whether it was his ability to break out with possession 
or hold the blue line to extend possession time. The skater who 
converted from forward to defence before his NHL career is a special 

player, and the growth in his game from his second NHL season 
translated to the post-season environment. 
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TSN.CA / Habs prospect Xhekaj looks to cap magical season with 
Memorial Cup title 

 

Mark Masters 

 

With no Ontario Hockey League season in 2020-21, Arber Xhekaj ended 
up working at Costco.  

"I was a cart guy. I was a cashier. I was all over the place," he said. "I 
didn't go overseas like some of the other guys. I was just working. I was 
working at Costco and training every day."  

The undrafted defenceman could never imagine what would happen 
when he finally resumed his hockey career. The Hamilton, Ont. native 
parlayed an invitation to Montreal Canadiens rookie camp into a trip to 
training camp and then an NHL contract.  

"He's an incredible story," said Hamilton Bulldogs president and general 
manager Steve Staios. "A kid who was never drafted in the OHL and 
signed as a free agent with the Canadiens. The heart and soul of this kid 
is incredible. His ability to work through adversity is just incredible." 

The Bulldogs acquired Xhekaj from the Kitchener Rangers in a January 
trade. The 6-foot-4, 204-pound blueliner finished the regular season with 
34 points and 138 penalty minutes in 51 games. He then added 16 points 
and 50 penalty minutes in 18 playoff games while helping the Bulldogs 
win the OHL championship.    

"Arber's a strong, physical presence, to say the least, but has so many 
more elements to his game," said Staios, who played 18 seasons in the 
NHL. "He moves pucks up. He plays on our power play. He can play on 
our penalty kill. He can play in all situations." 

And now the 21-year-old gets to play in the Memorial Cup, which starts 
on Monday when Hamilton faces the host Saint John Sea Dogs.  

"It's super hard to take in, because everything's happened so fast around 
me," said Xhekaj. "I never thought anything like this would happen, but 
it's been the best year of my life so far." 

Xhekaj reflected on the journey during a conversation with TSN. The 
following is an edited transcript of the interview.   

TSN: Why do you think it's worked out so well for you this season? 

Xhekaj: "During COVID I stuck with it and believed in myself all the way. 
When I went to Canadiens camp, I felt confident out there. I just stuck 
with it and everything ended up falling into place. If you just believe in 
yourself and keep your mind focused then things will happen eventually."  

TSN: All the hard work led to a special moment on Wednesday. What 
was it like to win Game 7 of the OHL championship series in Hamilton 
with almost 12,000 fans in attendance? 

Xhekaj: "It was, honestly, a dream come true. To be playing in front of 
your home crowd and playing a Game 7, I've never been a part of 
something like that. It was unbelievable."  

TSN: What stood out about the experience?  

TSN: What's it mean to be a Hamiltonian? 
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Xhekaj: "It's awesome. I grew up in this city. I love everything about this 
city. It's a hard-working town." 

TSN: Did you take a moment on Wednesday to appreciate how far 
you've come and what it means to do this in your hometown?   

Xhekaj: "The game was pretty much a blur. I had some time at the end, 
though. I went on the ice by myself and sat with the trophy at centre ice 
and I just soaked it all in. I got pretty emotional." 

TSN: What's going through your mind now?  

Xhekaj: "We're celebrities in the city and, like, it's unreal. It's just a great 
time. All the boys are excited." 

TSN: Fellow Bulldogs defenceman Nathan Staios made sure you got a 
hold of the J. Ross Robertson Cup shortly after it was handed out. What's 
it like to play with him?  

Xhekaj: "He's an unbelievable player. He's a great skater. He's a tough 
guy. He's from Oakville, but has Hamilton in his blood from his dad 
[Steve] and he sure does show it out there. It was a great honour for him 
to hand me that trophy right away."  

TSN: During Game 7, you made a great play to set up fellow Canadiens 
prospect Jan Mysak for a goal to make it 4-0. What do you appreciate 
about Mysak's game?  

Xhekaj: "He's a great guy. He works his [butt] off every game and he tries 
so hard out there. He's just a great player and for me to set him up and to 
see how happy he was after that goal, it was great." 

TSN: That was some celebration.  

Xhekaj: "I flew right past him (smile). I was like, ‘We got this! We got this!' 
and then I turn around and I see him jumping around." 

TSN: What sort of communication has there been between you and the 
Canadiens during the season?  

Xhekaj: "There's been lots. They're fantastic with their communication. 
I've been talking to a lot of their guys here and there. They've been great 
to me and they want me to keep pushing and doing my thing out there."  

TSN: Why do you wear No. 8?   

Xhekaj: "When I was younger, I used to model my game after Drew 
Doughty. A lot of younger guys like the skilled, offensive defencemen. I 
ended up growing up and being bigger and tougher and that was my 
game, but I just stuck with No. 8."  

TSN: Is there an NHL player you see as a role model now?  

Xhekaj: "Ben Chiarot. He's a Hamiltonian too and I model my game after 
him and Jake Muzzin. Bigger, stronger guys out there."  

TSN: Is that a style that came naturally to you as a Hamiltonian?  

Xhekaj: "I've always been a tougher kid. My dad's a tough guy and he's 
been through a lot so I think [the style] just put itself on me." 

TSN: What excites you the most about the Memorial Cup opportunity?  

Xhekaj: "I've never been out there, actually, that side of Canada so I'm 
super excited to go and see everything over there. And to play in the 
Memorial Cup is such an honour. I'm so happy I get to go with this group 
of guys." 

TSN: Do you have any sense of how the Bulldogs will match up against 
the teams from the other leagues?  

Xhekaj: "I'm not sure. I haven't really watched the other teams, but I know 
how my group is and we like the taste of winning. It felt really good so we 
want to keep it going." 
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